
Planes Intersecting Cones: Static Hypertext Version  

On this page, we develop some of the details of the plane-slicing-cone picture discussed in the introduction. 
The relationship between the plane-slicing-cone picture and the focus-locus, and focus-directrix properties will be 
developed in three stages. On this page, we will sketch the strategy that we will use in 3-dimensional Euclidean 
Geometry in a special case.  

Recall that we use a "standard" cone in Euclidean  space given by the equation  

as depicted below. In later sections, we will interpret such a picture as a "light cone" at the origin event.   

The  axes are of course, orthogonal in the Euclidean metric.  

Next, consider the hyperboloid defined by the equation  
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We said that each point  in the interior of the cone determines a plane. Our special case will consist in 
choosing  to belong to the hyperboloid defined above. In special relativity, this hyperboloid will have special 

significance. Select the point on the hyperboloid:  =  for A and B arbitrary. The plane 

tangent to the hyperboloid at that point intersects the cone in an ellipse.  

To see that, notice that the gradient of  at  is  

Let  and assume that . If  then  is on the t-axis, the tangent 
plane is , and its intersection with the cone is a unit circle.  

Now consider the pair of tangent vectors  at the point  on the hyperboloid  

For the Euclidean inner product, that we will represent as a "dot" product, it is clear that: 
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Now recall that the vector  is normal (perpendicular) to the hyperboloid at  . It is easy to see 
that:  

and 

Thus  are tangent to the hyperboloid at  , and since they are perpendicular, they span the tangent 
plane. 

We now establish that these conics, appropriately translated and rotated, have the familiar analytic form of 
central conics in a Euclidean plane, for    

For that, consider the curve of points of the form: 

That expands to  

A straightforward verification shows that these points all belong to the cone 

Therefore this curve is contained in an ellipse by the plane-slicing-cone definition. Since the intersection of 
the plane with the cone is a connected curve, this ellipse is the entire intersection. This parametric 
characterization leads to the usual satellite concepts associated with the ellipse : the center, foci, axes, and so 
on. 

For example, the center of this ellipse is  . It has semi-major axis of length 

 generated by  at  , and it has semi-minor axis of length 1, 

generated by  at  .  

From this, it is easy to calculate that the foci are at points: 
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Now this calculation tells us nothing about the focus-locus or the focus-directrix properties of . In fact, 
there is no directrix evident in the construction. For these, we consider a different ellipse.  

Consider the plane  called the  plane that is perpendicular to the axis of the cone, and passes through 
the vertex. And let  be the Euclidean orthogonal projection to this plane. Then the ellipse that we consider will be 
the projection of  to the  plane. We will denote that projection . Let us first show that  is an 
ellipse. 

We do this in two ways. First, we represent the curve implicitly, and then we use an explicit parametric 
representation to cast it, after translation and rotation, in the form (for some  )  

Recalling again that the gradient of  at  is  

We may represent the tangent plane as the graph of a function of x and y: 

If we intersect the graph with the standard cone 

we see with a little algebra that 

This is the projection  of  in the  plane. Its image under the affine function  is .  

What sort of curve is defined by (3.1) ? For our purposes, we need only look at the quadratic form that defines it 
in the  plane  

The coefficients of the  terms are both positive, and the discriminant  

is certainly negative. So the curve  in the  plane is an ellipse. Notice that there is a natural choice for the 
directrix for this ellipse, which we will justify below. Consider the intersection of the tangent plane, the graph of a 
function of x and y: 
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with the  plane: . Since we assume that , this intersection is the line:  

Special relativity will establish that  has the focus-locus property, and that the line  will 
be the directrix for  for which the focus-directrix property is true. We will see that on the Interpretation of the 
Experiment page.  

Characterization of similarity classes of ellipses: 

We are now in a position to describe the similarity classes of ellipses (that are not circles) in  plane. 
These classes are overspecified by requiring that they have:  

1. a focus at the origin ( 0, 0 ).  
2. center at a point   
3. semi-minor axis of length 1 (and therefore semi-major axis of length )  

It is enough in fact to choose the center  and then to Select the point:  =  

on the hyperboloid . The plane tangent to the hyperboloid at that point 

intersects the cone in the ellipse . And then the projection  will satisfy the three conditions above. We will 
then also know the directrix and the eccentricity of  following a calculation that we will make below. 

Here, let us give a parametric representation of  so that we can see that all similarity classes of ellipses in 
the  plane are represented by the  of this construction. We will see in particular that  and  do not in 
general belong to the same similarity class, but that they do have a simple relationship. 

The projected ellipse  consists of the points of the form 

If we let  

and  

recalling that  on our assumption, then the parametric equation for  is  

where  , , and  

This is obviously an ellipse with center  , with major axis directed along the line 

through the origin generated by . The semi-major axis has length  > 1 and the semi-minor 

(3.2) 
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axis has length 1. Therefore every similarity class of ellipse is obtained in this way. These classes are 
parameterized by the length  of the semi-major axis. 

Where are the foci? We calculate  

and so the foci are located at points  

and  

We can picture the sequence of 3 points: 

as the points in the  plane occupied by a uniformly moving object with velocity  at time 0, 1, and 2. 
When this picture is interpreted relativistically, we will also have an interpretation of the ellipse  itself as well as 
the focus-locus and focus-directrix properties. In the picture below we specified only the point , the 
tip of the red arrow, to determine as above, the light blue ellipse and its directrix and foci.    

Now let us interpret the directrix and eccentricity in this Euclidean setting. Later we will give the relativistic 
interpretation. 

We observed above that the graph of 
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is the tangent plane to the hyperboloid  at the point  

This plane intersects the  plane (  ) in the line  in the  plane: 

since . If . Now suppose that  is an arbitrary point in the plane. 
Letting our unit vector  

it is clearly perpendicular to the line and there is a unique number  and point  such that  

The number  is the distance from  to the line . Now it is not difficult to see that if  is the 
dihedral angle between the planes  and the graph of  (that is, the angle formed by intersecting 
these planes with a plane perpendicular to ) then for each  

Note that  . We will interpret the line  as the directrix of the ellipse, and the number 

 as the eccentricity in the relativistic context in the section: Interpretation of the Experiment.  

For now, we will simply determine the number  in terms of  . First of all, it is easy to see that 
the major axis of the ellipse is generated by  and that the intersection of  and the line generated by  is the 
point 

This tells us that the distance from the directrix  to the origin, a focus of our ellipse, is  . 

To determine the number  it will be enough to calculate  

for a single point . Since the origin  we calculate  
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and so we conclude that  

When we interpret the ellipse  dynamically using Special Relativity, we will be able to conclude that 

 is the eccentricity of the ellipse that was characterized above.  

The bridge between this plane-slicing cone picture and the focus-locus picture will be the following. Every 
ellipse that we construct via the  process belongs to some hyperboloid   

The planes that are tangent to the unit hyperboloid  as in the calculation above form a special 
class. The intersection of the latter with the cone will be called "boost intersections."  

The boost intersections come from the case k = 1. Therefore, the ellipse obtained in the general case is 
simply a scalar multiple of a boost intersection. Scalar multiplication preserves similarity, and so every slice 
intersection  is geometrically similar to a unique boost intersection. Now we will interpret the focus-locus and 
focus-directrix properties, not for the slice intersections , but for their orthogonal projections under  to 

 in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the cone. The physical picture will be simplest when we 
study a boost intersection as above, but it will be fairly easy to extend to all slice intersections.  

Since the focus-locus and focus-directrix properties of ellipses are properties of their similarity classes, it will 
be enough to establish and interpret it for the projected ellipses:  considered in the special case just 
studied. In order to do that, we must now recognize that the ellipses  that arise in this case (and in general, in 
fact) are "conic intersections." For that, we will develop the hyperbolic geometry we need on the next page: 
Hyperbolic Geometry of 2+1 Spacetime. 

It is easy to see that for a general point  

that is,  

the construction  gives an ellipse whose eccentricity is  
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since scalar multiplication by  transforms  and the latter gives a boost intersection with    

Description of the Exploration in the Dynamic Version 

You may experiment with the construction  and with the projection to  in the following 
way. We will choose planes that are tangent to the hyperboloid   

in the exploration for this page. These planes intersect the cone in a "conic section" and that intersection is an 
ellipse in our Euclidean 3 space. First, we give an isometric representation of the intersection itself. Next, we will 
examine the projection. 

To get the plane, click on the yellow screen and (holding down the left mouse button) drag the red arrow to a 
point that will represent . This will of course determine the plane.   

Next press:  and you will see the hyperboloid  along with the vector 

 (drawn in blue) and the plane tangent to the hyperboloid at that point.  
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Next, if you press  you will see the standard cone sliced by this plane.   

An isometric representation of that slice  (in the Euclidean metric) is also drawn in the yellow window. As 
you will see, it does not have a simple relationship with the projected vector  that you started with. We will 
work instead, as we mentioned, with the projection of this ellipse to the  plane to interpret the focus-locus 
property of the latter.      

Next, you may draw the orthogonally projected ellipse  to the  plane. Just as in the previous 
example, click on the yellow screen and (holding down the left mouse button) drag the red arrow to a point that 
will represent  in  
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Next, press the  button. This time, the system draws  to the  plane . 

You will see that this light blue ellipse now has the intimate relation with the projected vector  . The dark 
blue line is our candidate for the directrix for this ellipse       

The system also draws the original ellipse before projection together with the grey  plane of  into 
which it is to be projected in the 3D graph window. You can see the intersection of the two planes defining the 
directrix if you look closely.  
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On the next page, we will establish a few simple facts in hyperbolic geometry that will eventually allow us to 
give a dynamic interpretation to these constructions.     
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